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If you ally compulsion such a referred Tiger Moon Antonia Michaelis book that will have the funds
for you worth, get the categorically best seller from us currently from several preferred authors. If
you want to comical books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions collections are moreover
launched, from best seller to one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy all book collections Tiger Moon Antonia Michaelis that we will
very offer. It is not in the region of the costs. Its just about what you obsession currently. This Tiger
Moon Antonia Michaelis, as one of the most energetic sellers here will utterly be among the best
options to review.

Where the Mountain Meets the Moon Feb 24 2022 This stunning fantasy inspired by Chinese
folklore is a companion novel to Starry River of the Sky and the New York Times bestselling and
National Book Award finalist When the Sea Turned to Silver In the valley of Fruitless mountain, a
young girl named Minli lives in a ramshackle hut with her parents. In the evenings, her father
regales her with old folktales of the Jade Dragon and the Old Man on the Moon, who knows the
answers to all of life's questions. Inspired by these stories, Minli sets off on an extraordinary
journey to find the Old Man on the Moon to ask him how she can change her family's fortune. She
encounters an assorted cast of characters and magical creatures along the way, including a dragon
who accompanies her on her quest for the ultimate answer. Grace Lin, author of the beloved Year
of the Dog and Year of the Rat returns with a wondrous story of adventure, faith, and friendship. A
fantasy crossed with Chinese folklore, Where the Mountain Meets the Moon is a timeless story
reminiscent of The Wizard of Oz and Kelly Barnhill's The Girl Who Drank the Moon. Her beautiful
illustrations, printed in full-color, accompany the text throughout. Once again, she has created a
charming, engaging book for young readers.
Framed Jun 26 2019 Framed uses fin de siècle British crime narrative to pose a highly interesting
question: why do female criminal characters tend to be alluring and appealing while fictional male
criminals of the era are unsympathetic or even grotesque? In this elegantly argued study, Elizabeth
Carolyn Miller addresses this question, examining popular literary and cinematic culture from
roughly 1880 to 1914 to shed light on an otherwise overlooked social and cultural type: the
conspicuously glamorous New Woman criminal. In so doing, she breaks with the many
Foucauldian studies of crime to emphasize the genuinely subversive aspects of these popular
female figures. Drawing on a rich body of archival material, Miller argues that the New Woman
Criminal exploited iconic elements of late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century commodity
culture, including cosmetics and clothing, to fashion an illicit identity that enabled her to subvert

legal authority in both the public and the private spheres. "This is a truly extraordinary argument,
one that will forever alter our view of turn-of-the-century literary culture, and Miller has
demonstrated it with an enrapturing series of readings of fictional and filmic criminal figures. In the
process, she has filled a gap between feminist studies of the New Woman of the 1890s and more
gender-neutral studies of early twentieth-century literary and social change. Her book offers an
extraordinarily important new way to think about the changing shape of political culture at the turn
of the century." ---John Kucich, Professor of English, Rutgers University "Given the intellectual
adventurousness of these chapters, the rich material that the author has brought to bear, and its
combination of archival depth and disciplinary range, any reader of this remarkable book will be
amply rewarded." ---Jonathan Freedman, Professor of English and American Culture, University of
Michigan Elizabeth Carolyn Miller is Assistant Professor of English at the University of California,
Davis. digitalculturebooks is an imprint of the University of Michigan and the Scholarly Publishing
Office of the University of Michigan Library dedicated to publishing innovative and accessible work
exploring new media and their impact on society, culture, and scholarly communication. Visit the
website at www.digitalculture.org.
The Vanishing Game Aug 28 2019 A thrilling amusement park ride turns diabolically deadly in this
Hardy Brothers adventure—a fresh approach to a classic series. Joe and Frank Hardy are
attending the season’s opening night at Funspot, a local amusement park that’s been declining for
years, but that recently got new owners and a facelift. Their friend Daisy’s family has everything
riding on Funspot’s success: If the revamped park is a failure, her family will be broke! At first, an
exhilarating new attraction is a huge hit—but when one of the riders disappears into thin air, fun
and games turns into spine-tingling danger. Will the Hardy Brothers find the missing rider and
restore Funspot’s reputation, or is the amusement park doomed for disaster?
Here Lies Arthur Mar 28 2022 A brilliantly inventive re-creation of the King Arthur tale by master
storyteller Philip Reeve. Welcome to the dark side of Camelot.Gwynna is just a girl who is forced to
run when her village is attacked and burns to the ground. To her horror, she is discovered, but it is
Myrddin the bard, a traveler and spinner of tales, who has found her. He agrees to protect Gwynna
if she will agree to be bound in service to him. Gwynna is frightened but intrigued, for this Myrddin
serves the young, rough, and powerful Arthur. In the course of their travels, Myrddin transforms
Gwynna into the mysterious Lady of the Lake, a boy warrior, and a spy. It is part of a plot to
transform Arthur from the leader of a ragtag war-band into King Arthur, the greatest hero of all time.
If Gwynna and Myrrdin's trickery is discovered, what will become of Gwynna? Worse, what will
become of Arthur? Only the endless battling, the mighty belief of men, and the sheer cunning of
one remarkable girl will tell.
Bewitching Season Jan 26 2022 In 1837 London, young daughters of viscounts pined for
handsome, titled husbands, not careers. And certainly not careers in magic. At least, most of them
didn't. Shy, studious Persephone Leland would far rather devote herself to her secret magic studies
than enter society and look for a suitable husband. But right as the inevitable season for "coming
out" is about to begin, Persy and her twin sister discover that their governess in magic has been
kidnapped as part of a plot to gain control of the soon-to-be Queen Victoria. Racing through
Mayfair ballrooms and royal palaces, the sisters overcome bad millinery, shady royal spinsters, and
a mysterious Irish wizard. And along the way, Persy learns that husband hunting isn't such an
odious task after all, if you can find the right quarry. Bewitching Season is a 2009 Bank Street Best Children's Book of the Year.
Beasties Love Booties Jun 06 2020 Poodles in pumps! Huskies in high-tops! Spaniels in sandals!
All over the city, best-dressed beasties and their besties are putting their best paws forward and
stepping out in style. From shopping to sailing to splashing to skating, there’s a perfect shoe for
everything they do! But what do our four-footed friends really like wearing? Find out in this tailwagging tale filled with friendship, fashion and fur.
Happy Families Jun 30 2022 Teenage twins Ysabel and Justin Nicholas are lucky. Ysabel's
jewelry designs have already caught the eyes of the art world and Justin's intelligence and drive

are sure to gain him entrance into the most prestigious of colleges. They even like their parents.
But their father has a secret--one that threatens to destroy the twins' happy family and life as they
know it. Over the course of spring break, Ysabel and Justin will be forced to come to terms with
their dad's new life, but can they overcome their fears to piece together their happy family again?
The Orphan's Tales: In the Night Garden Aug 21 2021 A Book of Wonders for Grown-Up
Readers Every once in a great while a book comes along that reminds us of the magic spell that
stories can cast over us–to dazzle, entertain, and enlighten. Welcome to the Arabian Nights for our
time–a lush and fantastical epic guaranteed to spirit you away from the very first page . . . Secreted
away in a garden, a lonely girl spins stories to warm a curious prince: peculiar feats and
unspeakable fates that loop through each other and back again to meet in the tapestry of her voice.
Inked on her eyelids, each twisting, tattooed tale is a piece in the puzzle of the girl’s own hidden
history. And what tales she tells! Tales of shape-shifting witches and wild horsewomen, heron kings
and beast princesses, snake gods, dog monks, and living stars–each story more strange and
fantastic than the one that came before. From ill-tempered “mermaid” to fastidious Beast, nothing is
ever quite what it seems in these ever-shifting tales–even, and especially, their teller. Adorned with
illustrations by the legendary Michael Kaluta, Valente’s enchanting lyrical fantasy offers a
breathtaking reinvention of the untold myths and dark fairy tales that shape our dreams. And just
when you think you’ve come to the end, you realize the adventure has only begun…. Praise for In
the Night Garden “Cathrynne Valente weaves layer upon layer of marvels in her debut novel. In the
Night Garden is a treat for all who love puzzle stories and the mystical language of
talespinners.”—Carol Berg, author of Daughter of Ancients “Fabulous talespinning in the tradition of
story cycles such as The Arabian Nights. Lyrical, wildly imaginative and slyly humorous, Valente's
prose possesses an irrepressible spirit.”—K. J. Bishop, author of The Etched City “Astonishing
work! Valente’s endless invention and mythic range are breathtaking. It’s as if she’s gone nightwandering, and plucked a hundred distant cultures out of the air to deliver their stories to
us.”—Ellen Kushner, author of Thomas the Rhymer “Refreshingly original in both style and form, In
the Night Garden should delight lovers of myth and folklore.”—Juliet Marillier, author of the
Sevenwaters trilogy
All for Nothing Sep 21 2021 A wealthy family tries--and fails--to seal themselves off from the
chaos of post-World War II life surrounding them in this stunning novel by one of Germany's most
important post-war writers. In East Prussia, January 1945, the German forces are in retreat and the
Red Army is approaching. The von Globig family's manor house, the Georgenhof, is falling into
disrepair. Auntie runs the estate as best she can since Eberhard von Globig, a special officer in the
German army, went to war, leaving behind his beautiful but vague wife, Katharina, and her bookish
twelve-year-old son, Peter. As the road fills with Germans fleeing the occupied territories, the
Georgenhof begins to receive strange visitors--a Nazi violinist, a dissident painter, a Baltic baron,
even a Jewish refugee. Yet in the main, life continues as banal, wondrous, and complicit as ever
for the family, until their caution, their hedged bets, and their denial are answered by the wholly
expected events they haven't allowed themselves to imagine. All for Nothing, published in 2006,
was the last novel by Walter Kempowski, one of postwar Germany's most acclaimed and popular
writers.
The Secret of the Twelfth Continent Apr 16 2021 Twelve-year-old Karl (a friend of Achim's from the
orphanage) is really strong but can't cope without his timid friend, who has been adopted by a nice
couple and now lives far away. What's the use in being strong, thinks Karl, if you don't have anyone
to protect? He is relentlessly teased by the other kids at school, so Karl starts beating them up and
is eventually expelled. Spending time alone in his room, Karl daydreams about his father, who he
believes is a sea captain who has somehow lost Karl as a baby, but who will one day come and
fetch him. But when Maria, who works at the orphanage, admits to Karl that she made up this story
to soothe him when he was younger, he decides to run away from his teachers, his peers who
tease him, and the people in his life who tell him lies. Thus he embarks on a journey to reach the
ocean, become a sailor, and find his father. On his journey he meets the Tiny Ones, a tribe of

adventurers and sailors not much bigger than Karl's little finger. They've lost their ship and would
like to borrow the model ship Karl has brought with him on his escape. Karl is magically changed
into one of the Tiny Ones and they set sail on an adventure to the Twelfth Continent. On a previous
journey here, the children of the Tiny Ones vanished while on a walk one evening. Now, with Karl's
help, the Tiny Ones want to find their children again. Throughout his adventures, Karl not only finds
the solution to an old riddle on the Twelfth Continent, but also discovers traces of his real father on
this very peculiar island with more than one surprise in store for him and his fellow sailors. Full of
wit and surprises, The Secret of the Twelfth Continent is sure to captivate children while reinforcing
the importance of family and friendship.
Tiger Pups Dec 13 2020 This is the true story of Nasira, Anjika, and Sidani, three white Bengal
tiger cubs whose mother stopped nursing them only fifteen hours after their birth. Luckily, two
zookeepers, Tom and Allie Harvey, were keeping a close eye on them. The Harveys paired the
hungry cubs with their golden retriever, Isabella—who was still nursing her own puppy—to see if
Isabella would feed and care for the baby tigers. The match was a success: Isabella immediately
adopted the cubs as if they were her very own . . . Tiger Pups! This sensational story swept the
country, and Isabella and the tiger pups have become the darlings of the media. Captured in
adorable, intimate, and exclusive images by Tom Harvey and National Geographic photographer
Keith Philpott, here is the fascinating story of the cubs and how they make the transition from living
in the house with the Harveys to their new den outdoors. At two months, the cubs are active,
curious, and playful. They get into everything! Share in this remarkable and heartwarming story that
marks a truce in the age-old battle between cats and dogs.
Nicholas. Ediz. Inglese Jan 14 2021 Nicholas is the first of five books that bring to life the day to
day adventures of a young school boy - amusing, endearing and always in trouble. An only child,
Nicholas, appears older at school than he does as home and his touchingly naive reaction to
situations, cut through the preconceptions of adults and result in a formidable sequence of
escapades. This first book in the series contains a collection of nineteen individual stories where, in
spite of trying to be good, Nicholas and his friends always seem to end up in some kind of mischief.
Whether in the school room, at home, or in the playground, their exuberance often takes over and
the results are calamitous - at least for their teachers and parents. Whether confusing the
photographer hired to take the class picture, dealing with having to wear glasses for the first time,
or trying desperately to help the teacher when the school inspector pays a visit, Nicholas always
manages to make matters worse
The Firefly Dance Sep 09 2020 Bright lights flicker in the dark evenings of summer. Pinpoints of
hope float against the black descent of night. The sweetest of small and innocent creatures finds its
way through the shadows. Fireflies seem to dance on sheer air, illuminating the space between
heartbeats. Children give off a similar brave glow, despite the challenges of their young lives. The
lessons of childhood are often painful, the shedding of fragile wings in the gloam of an uncertain
future. These rich novellas are small jewels reflecting the essence of what it means to grow up
dancing among the shadows of life, carrying a brave, small beacon because you know that even
the brightest days always, always, end in darkness. Childhood can be so sweetly sad and sadly
sweet, profound and deceptively easy to categorize, yet poignant to remember. New York Times
bestselling novelist Sarah Addison Allen (GARDEN SPELLS, SUGAR QUEEN, THE PEACH
KEEPER) anchors THE FIREFLY DANCE with her wistful and funny novella about Louise, a North
Carolina girl whose keen observations of the lives around her weaves an unforgettable spell with
just a hint of everyday magic. Phyllis Schieber's Sonya, a child of Holocaust survivors, is
confronted with the responsibilities of her legacy when she has a poignant encounter with a
classmate, another child of survivors, and her mother, in a local shop in their 1970's New York
neighborhood. Kathryn Magendie's Petey deals wryly with her family's move from the cool blue
mountains of North Carolina to the hot flatlands of Texas. Augusta Trobaugh's stoic Georgia boy
leads us through his surreal encounter with a mysterious backwoods toddler who turns out to be
anything but ordinary.

This Book is Upside Down Mar 04 2020 Penelope Giraffe and Gus Penguin are at home on two
different sides of the same world. When something looks upside down to Penelope, it looks rightside up to Gus! As they explore their opposite points of view, will the twosome ever see eye-toeye? This side-splitting, one-of-kind story will have you standing on your head which wouldn’t look
silly to Gus at all.
In My Brother's Shadow Oct 11 2020 A renowned German novelist's memoir of his brother, who
joined the SS and was killed at the Russian front. Uwe Timm was only two years old when in 1942
his older brother, Karl Heinz, announced to his family he had volunteered for service with an elite
squadron of the German army, the SS Totenkopf Division, also known as Death's Heads. Little
more than a year later Karl Heinz was injured in battle at the Russian front, his legs amputated, and
a few weeks after that he died in a military hospital. To their father, Karl Heinz's death only served
to immortalize him as the courageous one, the obedient one, the one who upheld the family honor.
His childhood was marked by the mythology of his brother's lost life; his absence-the hole he left in
the family-just as palpable as if he were still alive. His mother's sadness and his father's rage over
the loss of Karl Heinz ultimately defined Uwe's relationship with his parents. But while they
eulogized the boy, Uwe wondered: who really had his brother been? The life and death of his older
brother has haunted Uwe Timm for more than sixty years. His parents' silence was one of the most
painful aspects of his family history. Not even after the war ended, and details of unspeakable
horrors emerged, did his parents ever acknowledge Germany's guilt and Karl Heinz's role in it.
They simply said: We didn't know. After the deaths of his parents and older sister Timm set out in
search of answers. Using military reports, letters, family photos and cryptic entries from a diary his
brother kept during the war, he began to piece together the picture, discovering his brother's story
is not just that of one man, but the tragedy of an entire generation. In the Shadow of My Brother is
a meditation on German history and guilt, one that is both nuanced and measured.
Dreaming in Black and White Aug 09 2020 A boy dreams that he is a student during the period of
the Nazi Third Reich in Germany, where he is persecuted for being physically handicapped.
Varjak Paw Jun 18 2021 Mesopotamian Blue cat, Varjak Paw, has never been Outside before; he
and his family have always lived in the isolated house at the top of the hill. But Varjak is forced out
into the city when the sinister Gentleman and his two menacing cats take over his home. With help
from his mystical ancestor, Jalal, Varjak manages to overcome challenges such as self-survival
and a threat from the gangland cats, and he ultimately discovers the terrifying secrets behind the
Vanishings. But can he save his own family from their fate? With wonderful integrated illustrations
from acclaimed comic book artist Dave McKean, this book will appeal to all ages.
Dragons of Darkness Oct 30 2019 Two boys from very different backgrounds are thrown together
by magic, mayhem, and a common foe as they battle deadly dragons in the wilderness of Nepal.
Measle and the Wrathmonk May 18 2021 Twelve-year-old orphan Measle Stubbs is shrunk down
to half an inch tall and placed in a train set by his evil guardian, the Wrathmonk.
Sita's Ramayana Jul 28 2019 After she and Rama are banished from the kingdom, Sita is
imprisoned in a garden and must prove herself to be true to Rama, in a graphic adaptation of the
great Indian legend.
The Sharp Time Dec 01 2019 In the week following her mother's death in a freak accident,
eighteen-year-old Sandanista Jones finds small measures of happiness even as she fantasizes
about an act of revenge against an abusive teacher at her high school.
The Storyteller Oct 03 2022 The award-winning YA author weaves “an unsettling tapestry of ugly
secrets, violence, suspense, twisted motives and love’s unfathomable ways” (Kirkus). Anna and
Abel couldn't be more different. They are both seventeen and in their last year of school, but while
Anna lives in a nice old town house and comes from a well-to-do family, Abel, the school drug
dealer, lives in a grim tower block at the edge of town. Anna naturally keeps her distance from
Abel. But when she discovers that he is the only one caring for his six-year-old sister, her fear turns
to fascination. Anna follows the two, listening as Abel tells little Micha the story of a tiny queen
assailed by dark forces. It's a beautiful fairy tale that lets Anna see Abel’s reality. Unable to make

ends meet, he’s in danger of losing Micha to their abusive father. Anna gradually falls in love with
Abel, but when his "enemies" begin to turn up dead, she fears she has fallen for a murderer.
Antonia Michaelis, the Batchelder Honor Award-winning author of Tiger Moon, moves in a bold new
direction with her latest novel: a dark, haunting, contemporary story that is part mystery, part
melodrama, and part dark romance.
The Naked Truth Jul 08 2020 The surprisingly hopeful story of how a straight, nonpromiscuous,
everyday girl contracted HIV and how she manages to stay upbeat, inspired, and more positive
about life than ever before At nineteen years of age, Marvelyn Brown was lying in a stark white
hospital bed at Tennessee Christian Medical Center, feeling hopeless. A former top track and
basketball athlete, she was in the best shape of her life, but she was battling a sudden illness in the
intensive care unit. Doctors had no idea what was going on. It never occurred to Brown that she
might be HIV positive. Having unprotected sex with her Prince Charming had set into swift motion a
set of circumstances that not only landed her in the fight of her life, but also alienated her from her
community. Rather than give up, however, Brown found a reason to fight and a reason to live. The
Naked Truth is an inspirational memoir that shares how an everyday teen refused to give up on
herself, even as others would forsake her. More, it's a cautionary tale that every parent, guidance
counselor, and young adult should read.
Dragons of Darkness Apr 28 2022 A collection of original tales dealing with dragons and other
great beasts includes works by such award-winning authors as Orson Scott Card, Ben Bova, and
Joan D. Vinge
Dance of the Assassins Jul 20 2021 A sorceress and a police detective track a reborn Jack the
Ripper through historically recreated cities, from Victorian London to Montezuma's Mexico City.
Moribito: Guardian of the Spirit May 30 2022 Balsa was a wanderer and warrior for hire. Then
she rescued a boy flung into a raging river -- and at that moment, her destiny changed. Now Balsa
must protect the boy -- the Prince Chagum -- on his quest to deliver the great egg of the water spirit
to its source in the sea. As they travel across the land of Yogo and discover the truth about the
spirit, they find themselves hunted by two deadly enemies: the egg-eating monster Rarunga . . .
and the prince's own father.
The Little Flower King Jan 02 2020 The Little Flower King wants nothing in the world so much as to
fill his kingdom with beautiful flowers. But when every acre has been covered with tulips, he
realizes he still isn't happy - he wants a princess.
Something Remains Feb 12 2021 Erich Levi doesn’t understand why his father is so gloomy when
the Nazis are elected to power. He’s too concerned with keeping his grades up, finding time to
hang out by the river with his friends, and studying for his bar mitzvah, to worry about politics. But
slowly, gradually, things begin to change for Erich. Some of the teachers begin to grade him
unfairly – because he’s Jewish. The Hitler Youth boys in his class bully him, and he's excluded
from sporting events and celebrations. His whole world seems to be crumbling: at school, and at
home, where money is tight because no one wants to do business with a Jewish family. Not
everyone is so cruel, though, and many of the Levis’ friends and neighbors remain fiercely loyal at
great risk to themselves. With good people still around, Erich can’t believe the situation will last,
and stubbornly holds onto his dreams – even as his homeland becomes a dangerous and alien
place. Inge Barth-Grözinger has brilliantly recreated the life of a Jewish family in a small German
town during the Nazi era. Something Remains provides, with terrible, everyday detail, an answer to
the impossible question: how could the Holocaust have happened?
Shark Girl Feb 01 2020 A teenager struggles through physical loss to the start of acceptance in an
absorbing, artful novel at once honest and insightful, wrenching and redemptive. (Age 12 and up)
On a sunny day in June, at the beach with her mom and brother, fifteen-year-old Jane Arrowood
went for a swim. And then everything -- absolutely everything -- changed. Now she’s counting
down the days until she returns to school with her fake arm, where she knows kids will whisper,
"That’s her -- that’s Shark Girl," as she passes. In the meantime there are only questions: Why did
this happen? Why her? What about her art? What about her life? In this striking first novel, Kelly

Bingham uses poems, letters, telephone conversations, and newspaper clippings to look
unflinchingly at what it’s like to lose part of yourself - and to summon the courage it takes to find
yourself again.
Bink & Gollie Sep 29 2019 Two roller-skating best friends--one tiny, one tall--share three comical
adventures involving outrageously bright socks, an impromptu trek to the Andes, and a most
unlikely marvelous companion.
Tiger Aug 01 2022 Smart, readable, and lushly illustrated, Tiger is a natural and cultural history of
this potent and much-admired creature.
Frog in Love Mar 16 2021 In the very first story to feature the loveable amphibian, Frog is feeling
most unwell. He keeps getting hot, then cold, and something inside his chest is going 'thump,
thump'. Hare says it means he's in love! But who with? And how can he show his devotion perhaps by performing the biggest jump ever?
Portuguese Architecture May 06 2020
My Wish List Apr 04 2020 The #1 bestselling international phenomenon that asks, If you won the
lottery, would you trade your life for the life of your dreams? Jocelyne lives in a small town in
France where she runs a fabric shop, has been married to the same man for twenty-one years, and
has raised two children. She is beginning to wonder what happened to all those dreams she had
when she was seventeen. Could her life have been different? Then she wins the lottery—and
suddenly finds the world at her fingertips. But she chooses not to tell anyone, not even her
husband—not just yet. Without cashing the check, she begins to make a list of all the things she
could do with the money. But does Jocelyne really want her life to change?
The Storyteller Oct 23 2021 An astonishing novel about redemption and forgiveness from the
“amazingly talented writer” (HuffPost) and #1 New York Times bestselling author Jodi Picoult.
Some stories live forever... Sage Singer is a baker. She works through the night, preparing the
day’s breads and pastries, trying to escape a reality of loneliness, bad memories, and the shadow
of her mother’s death. When Josef Weber, an elderly man in Sage’s grief support group, begins
stopping by the bakery, they strike up an unlikely friendship. Despite their differences, they see in
each other the hidden scars that others can’t. Everything changes on the day that Josef confesses
a long-buried and shameful secret and asks Sage for an extraordinary favor. If she says yes, she
faces not only moral repercussions, but potentially legal ones as well. With the integrity of the
closest friend she’s ever had clouded, Sage begins to question the assumptions and expectations
she’s made about her life and her family. In this searingly honest novel, Jodi Picoult gracefully
explores the lengths to which we will go in order to keep the past from dictating the future.
Eva's Cousin Dec 25 2021 In a compelling historical novel based on the real-life memories of Eva
Braun's cousin, twenty-year-old Marlene is delighted when her glamorous, older cousin, Eva Braun,
Adolf Hitler's mistress, invites her to the Führer's Bavarian mountain retreat, where, in 1944,
Marlene finds herself in an opulent and dangerous world that forces her to confront the chilling
reality of her life. Reader's Guide available. Reprint.
The Mercy Room Nov 11 2020 Recruited by the Gestapo to translate sensitive documents, a
German teacher in occupied World War II France takes a daring risk to rescue a Jewish soldier and
hide him at his home, along with a cache of banned books, an act that leads to their unlikely
friendship. 20,000 first printing.
The Secret Room Sep 02 2022 Achim is eleven years old when he moves from the orphanage to
the house by the sea. Here everything is strange and new. But one day he discovers an unusual
door that leads to a circular room with walls made of rough stone. The light coming through the
window is hazy, as if the room is under water. It is a magic room—which he calls “The Adopted
Room”—belonging to another world. And on a bed in the room sits a boy who is waiting to take
Achim with him into the realm of the powerful Nameless One. Achim learns that the boy, Arnim, is
the long-dead son of Achim’s new parents. When he died in a car accident at the age of four, Arnim
was supposed to have become a bird and flown free to the land of the dead, which can be seen
through the window of The Adopted Room. But the Nameless One has somehow locked Arnim

inside, so he cannot leave. Achim, however, finds he can turn into a bird, slip through the window,
and fly across the strange land. And thus begins a journey in which Achim must fight the Nameless
One and free Arnim so he can finally leave his parents and they can let go of their grief.Antonia
Michaelis’s fresh voice helps to address the delicate issues of death, grief, and mourning,
portraying them as an essential part of life. The Secret Room is full of humor and adventure, but
also brings to light these difficult life issues in a way that young readers can understand. The first in
a trilogy, with its sequel, The Secret of the Twelfth Continent, to follow next spring, this captivating
mid-grade novel is sure to become a favorite series with young readers.
Calligraphers Secret Nov 23 2021 Even as a young man, Hamid Farsi is acclaimed as a master of
the art of calligraphy. But as time goes by, he sees that weaknesses in the Arabic language and its
script limit its uses in the modern world. In a secret society, he works out schemes for radical
reform, never guessing what risks he is running. His beautiful wife, Noura, is ignorant of the great
plans on her husband’s mind. She knows only his cold, avaricious side and so it is no wonder she
feels flattered by the attentions of his amusing, lively young apprentice. And so begins a passionate
love story of a Muslim woman and a Christian man.
Tiger Moon Nov 04 2022 Sold to be the eighth wife of a rich and cruel merchant, Safia, also called
Raka, tries to escape her fate by telling stories of Farhad the thief, his companion Nitish the white
tiger, and their travels across India to retrieve a famous jewel that will save a kidnapped princess
from becoming the bride of a demon king.
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